
A merican Founding Father Alexander 
Hamilton has become a global 
phenomenon, thanks to Lin-Manuel  

Miranda’s multi-award-winning hip-hop  
musical. Hamilton has conquered Broadway, 
Chicago and London’s West End, and is 
reportedly eyeing Australia and Germany 
next. As Hamilton’s prologue predicts: 
“The world’s gonna know your name”.
    Though an American story, the show 
is universally resonant – with its orphan-
turned-revolutionary hero, and reflections 
on everything from leadership and national 
identity to love, legacy and parenthood. 
    Key to its accessibility is Miranda’s 
inspired choice to tell an 18th-century yarn 
through hip-hop. Hamilton’s origin story, 
he argues, is like that of  a contemporary, 
immigrant rapper: he writes his way out, 
turning struggle into success. 
    That parallel extends to the casting,  
with actors of  colour playing the lead  
roles – so Hamilton is revolutionary not  
just in subject, but as theatre. It’s made 
history “cool” to a whole new generation, 
and the Rockefeller Foundation has 
generously subsidised thousands of  tickets 
for public school students. 

    

The show’s also raised much-needed funds 
for Miranda’s native Puerto Rico following 
the devastation of  Hurricane Maria. Apt, 
as Hamilton’s talents were discovered when 
he wrote about the hurricane that struck 
St. Croix in 1772; subsequently, community 
leaders paid for him to be educated in the 
American colonies. 
    A new exhibition celebrating Hamilton 
recently opened in Chicago. But real 
aficionados should head to Nevis, where 
Hamilton was born – out of  wedlock –  
in the capital Charlestown in 1757; his 
parents first met on St. Kitts. 

    Thanks to Hamilton fever, Nevis’s 
dedicated exhibition has been granted 
its own premises in Hamilton House – a 
newly converted period building beside the 
island’s existing Museum of  Nevis History.
   In the museum, which is being organised 
by a visiting curator, visitors can walk  
in Hamilton’s footsteps and discover  
more about this astonishing man’s life.  
It offers key insights into the formation  
of  Hamilton’s psychology – for example, 
his abolitionist stance was certainly shaped 
by his Caribbean childhood.
   Even better, entry to this shrine to  
the man on the American $10 bill is  
only $5. Legacy, explains Miranda’s 
Hamilton, is “planting seeds in a garden 
you never get to see”. On Nevis, that 
garden is now in full bloom.
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HISTORY

FIVE FACTS ABOUT 
THE REAL HAMILTON

1 After emigrating to America in 1772, 
Alexander Hamilton studied law at 

King’s College in New York.

2In 1789, he was appointed the first US 
Treasury Secretary. While in post he 

founded lasting institutions including a 
central bank – the forerunner of today’s 
Fed – the US Mint, the US Coast Guard, 

and the New York Post newspaper.

3 During the Revolutionary War, he 
became General George Washington’s 

right-hand man – and played a vital part 
in the decisive victory at Yorktown.

4 He was the lead author of The 
Federalist Papers, arguing for  

legislative checks and balances, and  
an independent judiciary.

5Hamilton was killed in a duel by rival 
Aaron Burr on July 11, 1804.
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